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TikTok + Tokopedia Creates an Indonesian E-commerce Leader.
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ID
125 mm highly engaged monthly active users

Organic customer acquisition

Mass-market, country-wide, more female-dominated customer base

TTS MTUs: triple digit growth

2023E TTS GMV2: $6 bn (~3x YoY)

Significant opportunity to unlock synergies…

Capture growth opportunity in Indonesia live 
e-commerce market✔

Highly complementary user base✔

Offer one-stop merchant solution for pricing and 
promotion across two consumer shopping journeys✔

.. While helping Tokopedia to:

Further penetrate the traditional e-commerce market✔

Gain a powerful customer acquisition funnel✔

Expand reach of ancillary financial products✔

18 mm transaction-driven monthly active users

Paid customer acquisition

Affluent, urban, more male-dominated customer base

MTUs: negative growth

2023E GMV3: $15.6 bn (-10% YoY), physical goods $10.5 bn (-19% YoY)

Source: Company data, Financial Times article dated 27-Oct-2023.1 Sensor Tower, 2Q22 global average. 2 Run-rate GMV, as of Financial Times article dated 27-Oct-2023. 3 9M23 
annualized GTV.

GMV number is from a 
media report and is not 

correct, should be removed
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Comprehensive end-to-end offering that caters to all 
segments and needs… 

Source: 1 Company data. 2 Monthly Active Users; As of Reuters article dated 13-Nov-2023.

App MAU ID2

125 mm

Shelf-based,
intentional purchases

Electronics, FMCG
Home & Living

Fashion 
& Beauty

Mass-market, 
Country-wide

Proprietary payment 
infrastructure

 Impulse-driven
purchases

Content and live 
streaming

Cash on Delivery-heavy

Affluent, 
Urban

… And is well-positioned to capture the large and 
growing Indonesia E-commerce TAM

TikTok + Tokopedia Addresses Full Indonesia E-commerce TAM.

Indonesia E-commerce GMV ($ bn) 

(Google, Bain, Temasek e-Conomy SEA Report 2023)

13.5% CAGR
MAU1

18 mm



Combined Entity2 GMV

● Core GMV = settled GMV, 
excludes Digital Goods, certain 
extraordinary high value items 
and other excluded items as may 
be agreed between the two 
parties

● 3Q23 Core GMV: ~$2.93 bn
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Scalable E-Commerce Service Fee1.
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Note: 
1 As Quarterly fee charged based on specific services to be provided as agreed between the parties
2 Pro Forma Basis
3 Refer to next page 
For illustrative purposes only, given the transaction has not closed
Assumes USDIDR of 15,500

I suggest we put in a few additional slides:
1. GMV Techncial Fee Slide:  

a. paid from Toko to GoTo
b. Show the buckets per the documentation (ie 

$1-10b GMV = 40bps etc) or range across 
buckets of 40-20bps * GMV, depending on size 
of GMV

c. Paid Quarterly
d. State that this is pure income for GoTo, no costs 

associated with with
e. We need to state / or footnote the exclusions 

(DG, low margins, automotives) and the refunds 
/ fraud issue as being excluded

f. Key message at the bottom must be 
“Immediate Cash Flow Positive Transaction” - 
lets put that in a summary box at the bottom of 
the page

Next Slide:
1. Combine: (i) Most Preferred Partner for ODS and GTF 

on the platform  and 

E-commerce Service 
Fee1

● Increases as GMV scales
● Paid quarterly in arrears from 

Tokopedia to GoTo
● Illustrative 3Q23 E-commerce 

Service Fee1: ~$11.4 mm

Agreed Fee Ladder

● Based on Combined Entity’s Gross 
Merchandise Value (GMV)

Immediately cash-flow and EBITDA accretive to GoTo

● no disclosure of the fee ladder
● $2.9bn figure not accurate
● ok to use the $38m from [original draft of the] 

disclosure but not the $11.4m Q3 number



3Q23 Core GMV: ~$1.4 bn
x

 (negative growth)
=
A

Capital Injection
3Q23 GMV1: ~$1.5 bn

x
(~3x YoY growth)

=
B 
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We should show some type of relative valuation slide here and include the $1.5b of new capital that TT will inject.  We need 
to debate to show the PG only or the total GMV and the different valuations that would be ascribed to the growth rates 
(big positive vs negative) and then show the $1.5b capital.  

I think we have to demonstrate that the 75:25 number is justified…..while this is not a share swap, I think we can present it 
that way for the IR narrative as we can then show relative values at X and Y + incremental capital

Contrast assets on growth, acquisition funnel etc.

[growth-adj. multiples] → discount in return for CF + 
cross sell opportunities + future capital requirements on 

non-dilutive basis

X + 2.5X + 1.5bn cash = Combined Entity

Relative Contribution: Tokopedia and TikTok.

Combined Entity

3Q23 Core GMV: ~$2.9 bn 

Total:

ID

24.99% 75.01%

● Growth challenged
● Capital constrained

● Commitment to fund 
future investments with no 
dilution to GoTo

● Rapid growth
● Not capital constrained
● Powerful customer 

acquisition tool

Source: 
1 Financial Times article dated 27-Oct-2023. Run-rate annualized GMV divided by 4. These are not official TikTok Shop Indonesia figures

● second block - remove 1.5billion Q3 number - not 
accurate. 

● $2,9bn figure
● Block 3 should be 1.5, not 1.84

Capital 
injectionA + B +
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Thank you


